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Act One -- "Baseball is Everywhere": TWIB followed former MLB pitcher Bill "Spaceman" Lee, as he returned to Alaska to make amends. 
Forty-one years ago, as a college student, Bill pitched for the Alaska Goldpanners in the Midnight Sun Game. The historic game is played on the 

longest day of the year -- the Summer Solstice. The unique daylight baseball game begins at 10:30 PM and normally ends around 1:30 AM in the 

bright blue skies of the Alaskan morning. Lee returned to pitch in the 103rd anniversary of the historic game. Lee lost to Japan 41 years ago, but 
this year Bill pitched six innings to earn the Goldpanners win over the California Running Birds. The faithful Fairbanks fans thoroughly enjoyed 

the game. 

       Many future MLB players have played in the Alaskan Baseball League, including Hall of Fame pitcher Tom Seaver, the multi-talented Hall 
of Fame outfielder Dave Winfield, the leading power hitter of all-time Barry Bonds and many more. It is a pipeline to the big leagues. 

Educational theme: Teachers can use this baseball story to study and discuss astronomy. Astronomy is the scientific study of matter in outer 

space including, positions, dimensions, energy, and evolution of celestial bodies.   
Educational theme: Local traditions are enthusiastically embraced to make the region and community-at-large a better place to live. Traditions 

are passed down from generation to generation to become time-honored practices. 

Educational theme: To be successful one must be willing to pay the price in advance. Playing in high competitive summer baseball leagues has 
been a common path into professional baseball.  

 

Act Two --"30 in 27 Tour": TWIB followed one passionate baseball fan - Josh Robbins, as he attempted to achieve a lifetime goal and set a 
world record of watching MLB baseball games in 30 ball parks in 27 days. The coast to coast trip began at Seattle's Safeco Field and ended in 

Milwaukee's Miller Park.  Supported by his friends and family, Josh actually set a better than expected record-setting pace to finish in only 26 

days. Josh a professional videographer documented the entire journey so that he could share the entire trip. 
Educational theme: Goal setting is the initial step of intrinsic motivation. Success is seen in terms of athletes exceeding their own goals, rather 

than surpassing the performance of others.  

Educational theme: Fans who truly love of the game often find other ways to express their passion. It is a commonly held dream to view MLB 
games in many different venues. With proper planning, dreams do come true. 

Educational theme: Family and friends are critical components for success. The family is the primary support system for an individual.  It 
presents the first opportunity for well-being, learning and love. True friends provide deep and lasting relationships that are critical in solving the 

problem of social isolation.   

 
Act Three -- "Clutch": The answer to the TWIBIA question is Mike Piazza, who shares the record with home runs in 18 different parks in a 

single season. Piazza tied Sammy Sosa with 18 different MLB parks, but Mike did it uniquely with 14 in National League parks, three in 

American League stadiums and one in Japan. 
       Results of the fans' voting for the Clutch Performer of the Month Award was announced. The nominees were Roy Halladay of the Toronto 

Blue Jays, Troy Glaus of the St. Louis Cardinals, Mike Mussina of the New York Yankees, Carlos Delgado of the New York Mets, C.C. Sabathia 

of the Milwaukee Brewers and Miguel Cabrera of the Detroit Tigers. The July Performer of the Month is pitcher Mike Mussina. 

       In "The XM Radio Call of the Week," TWIB paid tribute to the late Atlanta announcer, Skip Caray, who called the game winning two RBI 

single in the 1992 National League Championship Series. Caray excitedly chanted, "Braves Win! Braves Win! Braves Win!"  

Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however, it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and 
tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball. 

Educational theme: Clutch performances occur when a player delivers prime efforts time after time. 

Educational theme: In athletics, iconic players and performances are recognized as enduring symbols of achievement. They are respected and 
held in high esteem by aficionados. This respect is earned by achievement, accomplishment and approach.   

 

Act Four -- "Baseball is  ...": Baseball is everywhere, including the Far East. You may recall that opening day for the 2008 MLB season featured 
the Red Sox and the Athletics in Japan. For Oakland A's catcher Kurt Suzuki it was just like coming home.  Kurt was taught to respect his 

Japanese heritage even though he was raised in Maui, Hawaii. It is difficult to be scouted by MLB on that small island, but Kurt found inspiration 

watching his Maui neighbor, Shane Victorino's, amazing journey to the big leagues with the Philadelphia Phillies. And finally last June, Kurt was 
called to the big leagues. Now he has a plan, which is to have fun and stay healthy. Currently, Suzuki leads all AL catchers in games caught and 

stands second with most hits by an AL catcher.   

       The Big League Blast segment documented a huge walk-off game winning home run by Nick Swisher of the Chicago White Sox.  
Educational theme: Teachers, coaches and athletes can utilize the story to study and discuss various aspects of the culture, particularly the 

significance of sport. Lessons can be focused on a multitude of subjects from geography to language. 

Educational theme: Intrinsic motivation is the most valued because it is a self-fueling and long lasting inspirational need.  
Educational theme: Without a plan for success, one only has a plan for failure. The plan for fun leads to the wise utilization of one's time. The 

plan to maintaining good health leads to a long and successful career. 

 
Act Five -- "How 'bout that!": TWIB featured the best plays of the week set to the music of Black Tide from their album Light From Above. 

Defensive plays included many spectacular diving, leaping and fence-crashing catches. Several base runners were thrown out with dramatic 

outfield throws. Many long and deep home runs were shown, including some walk-off game winning home runs. Player reactions to frightening 
thunderstorms and enthusiastic winning celebrations were also shown.  

Educational theme: Emotional celebrations are excellent ways to rejoice that often result in team bonding and improved performance. It is the 

optimal use of energy to relieve the anxiety and stress of competition.  
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality 

of a well-executed play enhances the appreciation of baseball.  

Educational theme:  Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the 
movements can be more easily duplicated and performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


